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It all began on May 4th, 2014at the 
World of Nations



Next thing you 
know…



…we have 
arrived at the 
University of 

Dallas!



And the 
fun 

begins! 



Twas a time for making new 
friends….

Watching the World Cup during free time.



Participating in 
activities such as the 
“Fax Machine” (left) 

and “On the Beach, In 
the Water” (below).



And 
activities 

that 
taught 
us how 

to 
Reduce, 
Reuse, 

and 
Recycle!



There was the Stereotype Game 

What 11 year olds around the World think of the USA. 



And it would not 
have been a 

proper Summer 
if we didn’t 
sunbathe!



We shared a table with El Salvador 
on Open Day

Isa, Eduardo, Maria, Fernando, Hunter, Harper, Sally, 
Matthew 



And spent the 
4th of July at 

the mall.



We looked at hermit crabs 
with the Swedish delegation



We accessorized 
at Claire’s



Can you tell we had 
loads of fun?

I think this is our best group 
picture yet!



We 
worked 
hard to 
prepare 
Sally’s 

Bears on 
the 

Beach 
snack 

idea for 
our 

National 
Night. 

Everyone 
loved 
them! 



Everyone 
loved our 

skit, 
including 
Hunter’s 
character 

Morris!



Afterwards we watched fireworks and played with 
glow sticks outside!



We ventured to 
our next 

excursion by 
means of 

public 
transportation 

called the Dart!



We saw lots of cool animals at the 
Dallas Aquarium/Zoo



We checked out bats 
(right) and posed 

underneath the cool 
jellyfish (below)



We took lots of cool pictures!



Afterwards we walked to the park and 
had a yummy lunch!



We even 
got to 
splash 

around in 
the 

fountains 
☺



Delegation time was the favorite part of 
the day with lots of goofing around and 
sharing candy with the other 
delegations!



The talent show 
was a blast with 

Sally and Harper’s 
interpretive dance, 
Matthew’s magic 

tricks, and Hunter’s 
blinded baby food 

testing!



Everyone had fun 
at a casino 

themed Gala 
Night. 



Finally, our journey come to a 
close with a giant sleepover on the 

last night…and Bob!



Everyone made it home safely 
with a surprise run in with the 

Polish delegation!



Thank you ☺


